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Purpose of Bill
The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Defamation Act 2009 in order 

to hold social media platforms liable for the offence of defamation in 
circumstances where the platform administrators are unable or unwilling to 
provide the identity of the original poster who made the defamatory utterance.

Provisions of Bill
Section 1 is a standard general interpretation provision for terms which 

will be used throughout the Bill.

Section 2 inserts a new civil offence into the Principal Act. This section 
transfers the civil responsibility from the alleged defamer to the social 
media platform where the defamatory utterance occurred.

This transfer of responsibility a charge of defamation and for damages 
shall occur when the platform administrators fail to provide information to 
identify the original publisher, as outlined in subsection 1 and 2.

Subsection 3 provides for certain evidentiary presumptions in favour of 
the plaintiff.

As set out in subsection 3(a), when pursuing a judgement against a social 
media platform, the plaintiff need not prove that the original unidentifiable 
publisher had a reasonable awareness of the accuracy of the utterance.

Subsection 3(b) also provides for a removal of responsibility from the 
plaintiff to prove that the original unidentifiable publisher provided false or 
misleading contact information as part of the verification process employed 
by the social media platform in question.

Finally, subsection 3(c) further provides for a removal of responsibility 
from the plaintiff to prove or establish what verification processes, if any, 
were employed by the social media platform.

Subsection 4 lays the penalties open when a judgement under this 
section is made against a social media platform.

Section 3 provides for the short title, collective citation, construction and 
commencement of the Bill.
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